
Make a Comet 
 
Audience age: Any 
Program Type: Semi-participatory demonstration 
Location: Space with plenty of room (for ice-smashing), large enough table for bowl and 
materials 
Duration: 10-15 min 
Volunteers: 2 
Audience size: Large 

 
ACTIVITY GOALS 

Program  
Goals 

● Dispel common misconceptions 
● Relate astrophysical phenomena to real-world context 
● Give audience opportunity for inquiry-based inference 

Audience 
Goals 

● Learn about the difference between comets, meteors, and asteroids 
● Learn about the physical properties of comets 

 
SCIENCE STANDARDS (IF APPLICABLE) 
WILL LOOK INTO LATER 

 
HOOK: Do you know what a comet is made of? What makes a comet different from an asteroid 
or meteorite? I’m going to be making a REAL comet from household materials! 

 
ENGAGEMENT NOTES 
1. This is going to get messy. Make sure you have paper towels or wipes for the mess. 
2. Allow help from the audience if you feel it’s appropriate (for pouring, mixing, and smashing). 
2. You can make the comets once per 30 minute period. Passersby can still lightly touch the old 
comet. You can blow on it to make the carbon dioxide sublimate. Tell them how you made it. 
3. They key to a good comet is holding and shaping the mess inside the trash bag for a good 30 
seconds or more. You can feel the water start to freeze. It also helps to have finer dry ice.  
4. There will be some down time while you are forming the comet - amaze them with facts! 
(where comets come from, how fast they fly by, how big they are, etc.) Ask questions if the 
group size allows. 

 
MATERIALS 

● Dry Ice (10 lbs pellets per ~5 comets) (can buy at Jim's) 
● Cooler (can buy with dry ice if you don’t have one) 
● Dark Corn Syrup 
● Dirt 
● Ammonia (Glass cleaner) 
● Water 
● Pillowcase 

http://philadelphiadryice.com/


● Large Mixing Bowl 
● Large Spoons 
● Measuring cups and spoons 
● Gloves (fit for handling -100F dry ice) 
● Heavy Duty Trash Bags 
● Hammer 
● Recipe (may want to double for bigger comet): 

○ 2 cups dry ice (pellets that you have crushed into dust) 
○ ½ cup dirt 
○ 1 tbsp corn syrup 
○ 2 cups water 
○ 5 sprays ammonia 

 
SET-UP PHOTO OR NOTES 
1. Lay out all of your materials so they are easily accessible. 
2. Line the mixing bowl with the trash bag (heavy duty or else it WILL rip).  
3. Have floor space next to you so you can smash the ice inside the pillowcase with the hammer 
(kids love to help you do this). 

 
COMPLEMENTARY HANDOUTS 
Comet Anatomy, Real Comets, and Comets vs. Meteors vs. Asteroids 
Comet Recipe 
Comets, Asteroids, Meteors Information 

 
ACTIVITY PROCEDURE OUTLINE 
Part 1 - Making the comet: 

1. Put on gloves. 
2. Line the bowl with a trash bag. 
3. Add all the ingredients BUT the dry ice to the bowl while describing why each one exists 

in real comets. 
4. Stir them. 
5. Fill the pillowcase with dry ice.  
6. Smash with the hammer. Use volunteers if the audience allows. Be safe! 
7. Add dry ice to bowl, stir quickly. 
8. Immediately fold up the trash bag so the mixture sits at the bottom. Hold firmly until it 

freezes, shaping into ball. 
9. Take out the comet and show to the audience. Describe why “smoke” is coming off of it - 

carbon dioxide is sublimating. 
 
Part 2 - Discussion: 

1. Display the finished comet (can use the upturned bowl). 
2. Have the audience ask questions and (lightly!) touch the comet. 
3. Ask them if they know what makes comets different from asteroids and meteor/oid/ites. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FOWt94TPT9hGIWrj20urN2UJp3YZw1-MmwGaoQS0hqk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1UaMJzstVemU1yiLahRO5V1WNIlqUa-feH94JRaTM8Rs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EfMTcQz0l6cDwTV4NKPuTn2yVZiJFsm0CsoqfpiqG1I/edit?usp=sharing

